Four Lives (Darker Novels Book 1)

Sarah Hallves boring day is suddenly
turned upside down when she is attacked.
She barely escapes, soon learning that she
is not fully human and that there is more to
the world than what she once knew. Mel, a
being who has four lives, rescues Sarah by
taking her to another world. It does not
take long for Sarah to realize that the world
Mel brought her to is even more dangerous
and violent than anywhere back home.
Sarah is not the only person being pursued.
Many others who are similar to her join
together and escape to the other planet. The
new worlds hostility is soon revealed,
forcing Sarah and her companions to
choose whether to help Mel in his quest for
peace and salvation, or to save themselves.
Uncertainty arrives when it is revealed that
Mel may not be the hero he wants them to
believe he is. Four Lives ends in a
wrenching cliffhanger that will leave the
reader gasping in anticipation and disbelief.
Filled with demons, vampires, darkers,
angel humans, portals to other worlds,
violence, a church, and gore, Four Lives
has it all. The cast ranges from beings
made of metal who can kill almost
anything to a romance between a werewolf
and a demon, and from magical orbs that
cause planets to collide and emotion so
powerful that it can stop time. Experience
the shock, the action, the climax, and... the
Beautiful.
Order Three Lives in 2015.
Read it to find out if the worlds collide. For
the
full
experience,
visit
https://sites.google.com/site/darkernovels/.
MICHAEL T. S. has written two books
and is currently in college and majoring in
English and minoring in European history.
Four Lives is his first book, which he wrote
from ages twelve to fifteen, and his second
one will soon be published. Michael lives
in Florida with his family. He can be
contacted at darkernovels@gmail.com.
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The collection Volume 1: Life in the Big City, originally published in 1999, 4: Tarnished Angel. 6: The Dark Age
Book One: Brothers and Other Strangers. E.L. James gets Darker as Christian Grey narrates latest kinky Fifty Shades
tale Now, heres Darker (Vintage, 546 pp., out of four), with Seattles bad boy of But what really made these books a
phenomenon is the romance. Christian, fans know, is a good man, one twisted by things beyond hisThe following is a
complete list of books published by Stephen King, an American author of contemporary horror, suspense, science
fiction, and fantasy. His books have sold more than 350 million copies, and many of them have 1 Novels 2 Collections
3 Nonfiction 4 Others 5 See also 6 References 7 External linksErika Leonard (nee Mitchell born 7 March 1963), known
by her pen name E. L. James, is an English author. She wrote the bestselling erotic romance trilogy Fifty Shades of
Grey, Fifty Shades Darker, and Fifty Shades Freed, along with the companion novels Grey: Fifty Shades of Grey as Told
by Christian and Darker: Fifty Beginning in August 2009 she then began to write the Fifty Shades books.Financial
Times. Retrieved September 1, 2017. Novel Forest Dark And Dog Book Afterglow Consider The Meaning Of Life.
NPR.Sunglasses After Dark, In the Blood, Paint It Black, and A Dozen Black Roses Nancy of the night to gather than in
a city that is already one of the living dead? Toward the middle of Paul Austers new novel, 4 3 2 1, young Archie Its
hard for Ferguson to believe that hes living in the best of all possible worlds. Austers writing is joyful, even in the
books darkest moments, and neverA Darker Shade of Magic, from #1 New York Times bestselling author V.E. a
piratical antiheroine-bring exuberant life to an exhilarating adventure among the worlds. . There are four Londons in this
novel, and a select few individuals canDark Life is the first book in a futuristic adventure fiction and science fiction
series of the same name by Kat Falls. The novel was published May 1, 2010 by Scholastic. Contents. [hide]. 1 Plot
summary 2 Awards 3 References 4 External linksSkulduggery Pleasant is a series of fantasy novels written by Irish
author Derek Landy. The books revolve around the adventures of the skeleton detective, with the exception of the
fourth and fifth novels, Dark Days and Mortal Coil, which were A tenth Skulduggery Pleasant book was released on ,
titledRoman Johnston No but I think they should make one. . Dark Life, the first novel by college professor Kat Falls, is
no imitator: here is a true, original, fun andThe Black Company is a series of dark fantasy books written by American
author Glen Cook. The series combines elements of epic fantasy and dark fantasy as it follows an elite mercenary unit,
The Black Company, through roughly forty years of its approximately four-hundred-year history. Additionally, there is
one spin-off novel, The Silver Spike, which followsHis Dark Materials is an epic trilogy of fantasy novels by Philip
Pullman consisting of Northern Pullman followed the trilogy with two shorter books set in the same universe, Lyras
Oxford (2003) and Once Upon a .. Mulefa are four-legged wheeled animals they have one leg in front, one in back, and
one on each side. It may be dark and traumatic, but Hanya Yanagiharas second novel offers a Hanya Yanagiharas novel
A Little Life is about four young men who move to . Willem thinks at one point of his relationship with Jude: They were
Soon after her book beings, it becomes evident that Hanya Yanagihara has At the beginning of Hanya Yanagiharas new
novel, A Little Life, four young men, At one point, after his acting career takes off, Willem thinks, New York City we
have come to expect from stories that take such a dark turn.Dark Life and millions of other books are available for
Amazon Kindle. Learn more. Enter your . This item:Dark Life: Book 1 by Kat Falls Paperback $6.39. In Stock. Ships
from and sold by .. Read more. 4 people found this helpful. Helpful.Susan Mary Cooper (born ) is an English author of
childrens books. She is best known for The Dark Is Rising, a contemporary fantasy series set She lives in Marshfield,
Massachusetts as of October 2012. Cooper wrote four screenplays produced for television, one supernatural tale for
children and three
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